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Hello, and welcome to my meditation for this week!  Today’s gospel lection features the 

story of Nathanael from John.  Well, because I find that lesson to be a bit ‘lean’ (or, short 

of good material) and because today’s Epistle lection, a reading from Paul’s letters to the 

Corinthians, has so much more to offer, that’s where we’re going today – the Epistle 

reading! Today, Paul writes about how our bodies are temples so, today, let’s go temple-

tending, and let’s begin that journey by turning to God in prayer:  God of Light and 

Hope:  stir us with your hope this morning; enlighten our lives with your grace that 

we may live as temples of your love.  In Jesus’ name this we ask, amen. 

 

 Hymn suggestion:  VU92 ‘In the Darkness Shines the Splendour’ 

 

Today’s epistle reading is taken from the Apostle Paul’s communication with the 

Corinthians, and goes into some ‘spicy’ waters because, in part, it deals with human 

sexuality!  For the sake of simplicity, and so that we don’t become bogged down with 

more of Paul’s issues than our own, I would like to use a contemporary version of the 

Bible; I would like read from Eugene Peterson’s The Message:  

 

Just because something is technically legal doesn't mean that it's spiritually appropriate.  If 

I went around doing whatever I thought I could get away with, I'd soon become a slave to 

my whims.  There’s an old saying that goes, “First you eat to live, and then you live to 

eat.”  Well, it may be true that the body is only a temporary thing, but that's no excuse for 

stuffing it with food, or indulging it with licentious behaviour.  Since God honours us with 

bodies, shouldn’t we honour God in how we use those bodies?  So, there's more to sex than 

skin on skin.  Sex is as much a matter of spiritual mystery as it is a physical act.  The Bible 

says that, in sex, two can become as one.  Since we want to become one with God, we 

must not pursue the kind of sex that avoids commitment and intimacy, leaving us lonelier 

than ever.  That kind of sex will never help us to feel that we’re ‘as one’ with that special 

other person!  There is a sense in which sexual sins are different from all others.  In sexual 

sin we violate the sacredness of our own bodies, these bodies that were made for God-

given and God-modeled love.  Or didn't you realize that your body is a sacred place, a 

Temple for God’s Spirit?  Don't you see that we can't live however we please?  So, let’s 

live in such a way that people can see God through what we do with our bodies! 

 

Sermon:  “Temple Tending” 

Open your truth to us now, O God!  Help us to understand it, help us to make it our own, 

then help us to live with it more fully each and every day, amen! 

 

Today’s Epistle reading is about our bodies and how we use them; it’s about what we eat, 

and what we do, including sex – what a tricky subject for a spiritual meditation!  Well, let 

me start with some simple statements about what this reading involves, and what it doesn’t.  

For one thing, Paul is not saying that our bodies are in, and of themselves, evil.  From its 

earliest days, Christianity has flirted with some very un-Christian ideas, for it has flirted 

with ideas that come straight from that ancient Greek philosopher, Plato, and NOT from 
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our biblical tradition.  You see, Plato said that physical reality, and that means the body 

and everything to do with bodily existence, is inherently, and completely, evil.  Plato 

thought that only spiritual reality was good.  Let’s remember that the Roman world of the 

First Century was greatly influenced by Greek philosophy.  And that’s why many of our 

early Christian ancestors also claimed that human physicality is ‘evil.’  As a result, they 

put their focus on, not this physical life, but life after death.  However, that’s NOT in line 

with what either Paul, or our Judeo-Christian tradition, says!  The grand creation story in 

the Book of Genesis says that God made Creation and saw that it was good – that means all 

creation, including our human bodies.  Physical existence, along with all of its natural 

functions, was intended by God.  The challenge, as always, is defining ‘natural’ and 

finding the right balance between the understandings that we inherent, and the new 

revelations that come our way as we grow to understand more, and yet more, about 

physical reality.   

 

You know, when you think about it, life has but three elements:  there’s circumstance, 

there’s choice, and there’s habit.  We have no control over many of the circumstances in 

our lives.  After all, things happen to us all the time that we don’t want to happen, and 

things happen to us all the time as a result of other peoples’ choices.  But whereas those 

circumstances may well annoy or limit us, the fact is that they don’t have to define who we 

are, or how we feel.  And the single best way to prevent circumstances from controlling us 

is to develop the daily habits that enable us to make the right choices, regardless of what’s 

happening around us.  Today, I believe that God is using Paul’s words from long ago to 

urge us to develop good habits!  I think of the aphorism that runs, ‘Good habits are hard to 

form but easy to live with.  Bad habits are easy to form but costly to live with!’   

 

So, today’s epistle reading isn’t about our bodies as evil.  However, Paul’s ideas, 

interpreted into our 21st-Century situations, are, I believe, about the decay that’s at the 

very heartbeat of life, and how, from birth, we are at odds with our own physical existence.  

From birth to death we fight with gravity, illness, pain, and infirmity.  My word, we’ve 

sure been fighting with COVID-19 this last year, haven’t we?  But even though all that 

nasty stuff is an unpleasant fact of life, Paul also says that, in the life, death, and teaching 

of Jesus Christ, we can know that God offers us relationship, a relationship that takes our 

bodies and turns them into holy things; Paul says that relationship with God can take our 

bodies (in whatever shape they may be!), and make them temples, places of honour for the 

very glory of God!   

 

Well, here are four basic ideas that can support, and strengthen us, as we ‘temple-tend.’   

 

1. First of all, we have to accept the fact that we can’t control life.  The human drive to 

control would seem to be as basic to life as is decay but, as common as that drive is, it’s 

really not helpful at all, is it?  Surely this is another case where we have to learn how to 

let go and let God.  Now then, I know, that’s sure easy to say and hard to do!  But if we 

don’t look long and hard at this, how are we ever going to benefit from it?   
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2. Secondly, I believe that we have to be clear that this is another case in which the way 

we approach life has a direct impact on the way we experience it.  Let’s guard against 

expecting our spirituality to respond like some kind of machine.  Spirituality is far from 

predictable because it finds its being in the mystery, wonder, and marvel that is God!   

 

3. Thirdly, we have to commit to routines.  We have to choose those routines carefully, 

then practice them each and every day because how can spirituality work in our lives if 

we don’t work it?  We have to establish clear priorities – the clearer they are, the more 

they will help!  And then we have to do whatever is ethically good to live by those 

priorities.   

 

4. Finally, to one last idea, an idea that I shall begin to unwrap with a question:  if you had 

to eat something as incredibly huge as an entire elephant, how would you go about it?  

Well, how about taking one bite at a time?  And how about we look to manage all the 

tasks that we have to manage one task at a time?  You see, if we look too far down the 

road of life, we can easily become so intimated that we’ll simply give up before we 

start, which is a sure-fired way to get ‘lost!’  But, as the journey of a thousand miles 

always begins with a single step, let’s be confident that we’re going to get there, that 

we will manage great things, by taking one step at a time!   

 

Tending temples is about the thoughts that we choose to hold in our minds.  Tending 

temples is about the actions that we choose to take.  Tending temples is about the quality of 

the food that we choose to eat, the dreams that we choose to feed, and the things that we 

cherish in our hearts.  Tending temples is about what we hold in our prayers, day in and 

day out. 

  

Thanks be to God?  Oh, yes; thanks be to God! 

 

Come, let us turn back to God now in prayer; let us pray:  

 

God of Epiphany light, we long to hear your holy Word in fresh ways – open our ears to 

the call of your voice; open our eyes to the dawning of your new day; fill us with eager 

anticipation of the future that you would bring into being! 

  

Like a wise parent, God, you give us both freedom and guidance.  So, bless the choices 

that we make in order that our choices may serve you.  Bless our attentiveness that we may 

become ever clearer about you and your ways.  Lead us from our darkness and gift us with 

exciting new ways to serve you.  Reach out to us in the cries of the hungry, the homeless, 

and the needy that we may be good stewards and give back.  And grant us confidence that 

the power of your love can, and will, sustain us in all our challenges. 
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On this Sunday, O God, we pray for all the places of trouble in this world, we pray for all 

the people who are facing difficulty, and we continue to pray for humankind’s struggle 

with our global COVID pandemic, that your peace and healing may be known.  In the 

silence of the next moments, O God, hear the secret concerns of our spirits:  moment of 

silence.  All that my words have touched, O God, all that lies yet too deep for words to 

reach, we offer to you as now we take the words of a contemporary version of Christ’s 

Prayer and pray together: 

 

Holy God, who is heaven:  hallowed be your name, followed be your way and done be 

your will throughout creation.  Feed us with the bread that we need for today and 

forgive us for the hurts that we cause others, even as we learn to forgive those who 

hurt us.  Strengthen us in times of temptation and free us from the grip of all that is 

evil, for you reign in the glory of the power that is love, now and forever, amen. 

 

 

 Hymn suggestion:  VU372 ‘Though I May Speak’ 

 

 

Go now and tend your temples fruitfully, with thanksgiving and hope, for you are 

accepted, loved, and forgiven!  Thanks be to God, amen. 

 

 


